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Class: 4th

Date: 26th May, 2020

Subject: English
Today's Topic
Read lesson 2 and write and learn word - meaning.
Do question A on page 12.

Class -4th Subject -Hindi
To fill exercise in book.

Class: 4th

Subject: Maths

Use of Brackets
We know that the grouping symbols called brackets.
There are four kinds of brackets
(I) Bar brackets

--------

(ii) Small brackets

(

)

(iii) Curly brackets

{

}

(iv) Big brackets

[

]

The order of working with brackets is given below.
(I) Bar brackets

(ii)

Small brackets (iii) Curly brackets (iv) Big brackets

To simplify expressions involving brackets, we must proceed in the order of the
letters of the word, BODMAS.
Here, B, O, D, M, A, S stand for Bracket, Of, Division, Multiplication, Addition and
Subtraction respectively.
Note: In the absence of any sing before a bracket, we take the sign as multiplication.
For example, 12---[20 ÷ {8--2(9--5--2)}]
= 12--[20 ÷ {8--2×2}]
= 12--[20 ÷ {8--4}]
= 12--[20÷4]
= 12—5 = 7
Q1 Simplify the following questions in the note book
(a) 30--{14 ÷ (8--2+1)}

(b)

53--[8+{7--(9--6)}]

(c) 3 × [19--{7+(15÷5)}]

(d)

60--[15+{16--(12÷3)}]

Class-4th Subject-Science
Assessment work
Chapter -4 (Adaptation in Animals)
Answer to the previous questions.
1. What is camouflage?
Ans- The feature of changing colour to merge with the surrounding is called
camouflage.
2. Name the special feature that help a leopard to catch its prey.
Ans- Spots on the body help a leopard to catch its prey.
3. How ostrich and dear protect themselves?
Ans- They move fast to escape from their enemies.
4. Name some animals that has shell.
Ans- Crab, tortoise and snail.
5. What helps a snake to kill its enemies?
Ans- Poisonous venom helps a snake to kill its enemies.
6. How a stick insect looks like when at rest?
Ans- A stick insect looks like a twig.

H.W.- Learn these terms.

Class-4th

Subject- S.St.

Chapter-7 (India: Climate)
Topic- Seasons
Answer the following questions on the basis of video lecture.
Q. 1 How many main seasons are there in India? Write their names.
Ans. There are four main seasons in India. These are Winter, Summer, Rainy and
Autumn.
Q. 2 What is loo?
Ans. Hot and dry wind is called loo that blows in the North-West part of India.
Q. 3 When does summer season start and end?
Ans. Summer season starts in the middle of March and ends in middle of June.
Q. 4 When does winter season start and end?
Ans. Winter season starts in middle of November and ends in middle of March.
Q. 5 Which is the coldest month of winter season in India?
Ans. January is the coldest month of the winter season in India.
Q. 6 Why do people visit hill stations in summer season in India?
Ans. People visit hill stations in summer season in India to experience cool and
pleasant weather.
# Learn and write in notebook.

Class: 4th

Subject: G.K.

Q. 1 What is the capital of Himachal Pradesh?
Ans. Shimla

Q. 2 What is the full form of B.E.O?
Ans. Block Education Officer
Q. 3 Which animal was sent into space for the first time?
Ans. Dog
Q. 4 What is celebrated on 5th September every year?
Ans. Teachers' Day
Q. 5 In which sport a player can touch the ball with his head?
Ans. Football
Q. 6 What is the number of milk teeth?
Ans. Twenty
#Learn and write in notebook.

